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TI HE SAME MOON AND THE SAME CONSTELLA - OF THREE MA t N 108 , 000 KV - A UNITS INITIALLY 
TIONS APPEARED IN THE HEAVENS IN UNCHA RGE- CONTRACTED FOR WILL CUT INTO OPERATlON . 
FUL HABIT TO OVERLOOK A SCENE WHICH , THROUG H IN CONCRET!NG , CBI IS TO COMPLETE THE FOUR 
THE WORK OF NATURE , CHANGED ITSEL F IN ELEVATOR TOWERS I N THE DAM , THE SPILLWAY 
THOUSANDS OF YEARS . THE HEAVENS AGA IN BRIDGE , THE TW I ST ADJUSTMENT SLOTS, THE 
LOOK DOWN UPON A CHANGE PERHAPS EQ.UALLY TRAINING WALLSt PLACE SECOND STAGE CON:RETE 
PRONOUNCED , BR OUGHT ABOUT IN. sEV.EN YEA RS AROUND MACHINE INSTALLATIONS IN THE WEST 
BY THE HAND OF MAN . ON L Y I MAGINAT I ON , POWER HOUSE AND PERFORM OTHER CONCRETING 
ASSISTED BY THE EVIDENCE LEFT BEHIND IN OPERATIONS ANO MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION 
COUlEE WA L LS AND OTHER EARTH FORMAT I o~s . WORK. . . (.::::::\ 
CAN VISUAL I ZE THE T HOUSAN·o S OF' YEARS WHEN [F '-J 
NATURE DA MMED THE COLU MB IA AND USED . THE URTHE R AHEAD IN COMPREHENSIVE PLANS 
C OU L EE • 8 UT H UM AN E X P E R f E NC E P RO V I O E. S F' 0 R THE ARE A • ST ATE A N.D NAT I ON ARE PROV I S-
R EM EMBER ING S OF THE SEVEN YEARS F OR RESt- IONS FOR THE IRR[GAifON AND DEVELOPMENT 
DENTS HERE . THEY MADE THE SEVEN - YEAR OF THE COLUMB I A 8AS1N'AR£A ' S 1 , 200,000 
CHANGE WH I CH SHOULD LAST FOREVER . THEIR fRRlGABLE ACRES . ALSO , REQU I RE.MENTS ARE 
BUILD I NG OF' GRANO COU L EE DAM , WHICH BEING MET WHICH FORECAST A VAST INDUSTRIAl 
DUPLICATES NATURE ' S WORK IN MORE USEFUL DE VELOPMENT DEPENDE NT ONLY UPON THE AVAIL-
ANO PER MANENT FASH I ON , HAS DONE THAT . WE AB I LITY OF CHEAP ELECTRIC POWER AND THE 
HAVE SEEN THEM DO IT . USE OF THE ARE'A ' S IMMENSE ANO . VAR I ED MIN-
~ ERAL DEPOSITS , PART ICULARLY IN THE r tELD 
ON THIS , THE FINAL NUMBER OF THE C.OLUM- OF MAGNESIUM AND OTHER LIGHT METALS. 
BIAN, WE CALL DOWN THE CURTAIN AS GRAND ~ 
COULEE DAM lS ON THE THRESHOLD OF PRODUC - ~ side from the project ' s future great-
I NG VAST BLOC KS OF ·c HEAP ELECTRIC POWER . ness , even the past has benefited every 
SINCE MARCH, TWO 12 , 500 KV - A STATION- SU~Y• state in the nation . This can be gleaned 
lCE UNITS HAVE BEEN SENDI G POWER HUMMING through the cooperation of the Bureau of 
OVER ELECTR I C WI RES . THIS SUMMER THE FIRST ( continued on Pa e 2 ) 
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PAGE 2 
(CONTINUED . FROM PAGE I) 
Reclarration in computing total expendi-
tures on the project up to May 1 of this 
year. Nearly 136 million dollars have 
been spent for the project while appro-
priations total $143,305,000. 
e;) 
~proximate detail figur~s are: 
Materials & supplies $41,145,665 
contractors' earnings 
( including payro 11) 
USBR payroll 
Equipment {Const~,, etc .) 
Right of Way 
USBR total 
81 , 9?9 ,SO? 




e;) TIHE ROBUST LIFE or: eu, ·LotNG GRANO Cou-
LEE DAM, KING OF MASONRY DAMS, HAS RE-
~UIRED UP TO 8000 .MEN A WEEK, LITTLE MEN 
ANO BIG,. ALL WORKING ON THE P-ROJECT 
when only the Sam Seaton ferry 
splashed across the Columbia river 
on a lone cable. Instead of 
thousands living in communities 
at the upper end of Grand coulee, 
only four families had then spot-
ted their homes on sage-spreckled 
slopes of sand and dust . Yet a 30-
year d~eam was preparing to come 
tr~e. -1933-
QN 1933 THE BUREAU OF RECLAMATION WAS 
PLACED IN CHARGE OF CONSTRUCTION ON THE 
. COLUMBIA !:3AS IN PROJECT. IN AUGUST OF THE 
. SAME YEAR, USSR OFFICES WERE SET UP IN A 
BANK 9UILDING AT ALMIRA tN CHARGE OFF.A . 
SANKS·, CONSTRUCTiON ENGINEERt AND C. 8. 
FUNK~ CHIEF CLERK. A LODGE ROOM BECAME 
THE . DRAFTING ROOM ANO GENERAL ENGINEERS' 
OFFICE. OTHER EN~fNE£~S WERE EMPLOYED 
BY THE STATE COLUMBIA BASIN COMMISSION AND 
roR THE BUREAU OF RECLAMA- --~------------------------------,LATER WERE TRANSFERRED TO 
Tl ON ANO CONTRACTORS . , NTO \/ £ 0 v, 5 t"'. L c c ...,. THE RECLAMATION BUREAU . THEIR POCKETS HAVE GONE \""\ C.. ~ I IN SEPTEMBER LYNCH BROTH-
CHECKS TOTALLING 49! MILL-
I ON DOLLARS .THEY HAVE LAa-· \ '\ l ··.,. ( 0 R I< 
~:~~v;~t~,~~ 10~o~;N~~~u~!· ;:{jJ,1::·; ,\\ L f GS ' 
ERS WAS AWARDED 'THE CON-
TRACT TO ORI LL 21 ,000 FEET 
OF EXPLORATOR~ HOLES. IN 
DECEMBER DAVID H. RYAN 
CONTRACTED TO REMOVE OVER-BORING 26 YEARS. tN ORDER \·. \_~~)>~~··,>\ . 
TO OBTAIN ITS . GREAT BENE- ~1-L Srf~S\\. ~-· .. _ .. ~.~\ . _\\._· · . 
FITS, THEY BUILT THE OAM r, ~ :\,~~ .. 
BURDEN FROM 
HIGHWAY AREA . 
TH€ OAMSlTE 
GOODFELLOW 
THREE T I ME s THE s ' z E OF 5 .., '-\pt s ANO -:~\ .. \ 
!~~~D~~~c R!;:o T~:N :~~: WE f (, ~It$ \,.<"\.·,. 
8ROTHERS 1 ON A SUB-CON-
TRACT FROM RYAN , MOVED 
rtRST MUCK AT COULEE DAM . 
TAINEO IN ALL OTHER DAMS {You can ge~ ' ihese 
BUILT ev THE BUREAU SINCE 'most any place) -1934-
ITS B£C1NNING 39 YEARS AGO . OF NEARLY nN JANUARY SU~VEYS AND PRELIMINARY IN~ 
10! MILUON YARDS THAT HAVE GON'E 'INTO VE~IGATIONS CONTINUED FOR THE DAMSITE, 
ti, CBI EMPLOYEES HAVE PLACED ~942,500. RESERVOIR AND RAILROAD. ON MARCH 27 SOME 
TIHE sTORY oF THE. eutLDING oF GRAt-tD Cou-
LEE DAM, ADEQUATELY TOLD, WOULD TAX THE 
CONTENTS OF AN ENCYCLOPEDIC-SILED ACCOUNT 
BUT IT COULD . NEVER 00 JUSTICE TO THE HUM-
AN SACRIFICE, THE HUMAN SATISFACTION IN A 
JOB WELL DONE AND THE HUMAN INGENUITY 
WHICH NOW GIVES FVLL CREDENCE TO WHAT ONCE 
WAS ONLY A DREAM. IN THIS ACCOUNT WE CAN 
ONLY SKETCH REMINlSCENcts BASED 0PON REC-
ORDS REFERRED To· ANO DISCUSSED IN DETAIL 
IN BACK NUMBERS OF THE COLUMBIAN. WE'VE 
SUPPLEMENTED THESE WITH REFERENCES ANO 
INSERTIONS FROM 8\JREAU OF RECLAMATION 
FILES AND OTHER RECORDS OF CONTRACTORS 
WHO HAVE HELPED TO BUILD COULEE DAM. 
e;) 
[for contrast, drop back to 1933 
2 MILLION Y~ROS OF EARtH SLID .FROM NEAR 
THE ~EST ~BUTMENT ANO SY THE TIME DAVID 
RYAN, ASSISTED BY GOODFELLOW BROTHERS or 
WENATCHEE ANO ROWLANO CONSTRUCTION COMPAN~ 
~AO COMPLETED HIS CONTRACT JUNE (8 1 3 
MILLtON YARDS HAO BEEN TRUCKED OUT .THIS 
WAS THE SAME DAY MASO~-WALSH-ATKlNSON-KIER 
COMPANY SU BM.l TTEO A LOW 010 FOR 
BUILDING j FIRST UNIT OR LOW DAM AT THE 
GRANo ·coULEE. IN JULY RYAN WAS AWARDED THE 
CONTRACT TO ·au' LO THE CONSTRUCT I ON RA I LROAO 
FROM 0DAtR, 30 MILES AWAY. ON AuG. 4 
20,000 CONGREGATED IN THE COULEE TO HEAR 
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT DEDICATE THE C-OLUMBIA 
BASIN PROJECT TO THE NATION. M,,/AK ESTAS-
LISKEO OFFtCES IN THE PEYTON BUtLOtNG IN 
SPOKANE IN AUGUST. ON AUGUST 15 SOD 
WAS TURNED IN MASON CITY. ON Nov.5, WITH 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE J} 
MAY 28, 1941 C O L U M B I A N PAGE 3 
ill'I~-l'IJIIRI 
(CONT~NUEO tRo~ PAGE 2) 
THE ADMINISTRATION · eulLDlNG COMPLETED, 
M'WAK MOVED 1NTO THELR NEW OFFICE_. THEIR 
FfRST PROGRESS REPORT, OATE0 . 0cT.3, LISTS 
120 MEN EMPLOYED. Two WERE IN EXCAVATlON. 
THE FOLLOWING DAY 166 WER£ IN THE EXCAVA-
TI ON DEPARTMENT • 
- ~ 
[DuRING THOSE FIRST O~YS l_N OCTOBER, 
CONSTRUCTION BEGAN ON THE FIRST TEMPORARY 
RIVER TRESTLE (OPEN TO TRAFFIC ONE WAY 
OcT. 28), ON TH~ WAREHOUSE; stwE~s, MAI~ 
POWER LINE, OFFtCE e~,LOING, MACHrNE SHOP, 
MESS HALL, CAMP OFFICE ANO STORE, ANO ON 
ADDITIONAL ~OAO ANO ~t~EET . IM~ROVE~ENTS . 
WORK ON ~OUSING FAC(LlTiES IN THE CITY AND 
CAMP BEGAN OcT. (0. IN NOVEMBER 254 OF 
365 BUILDINGS WERE RIS.ING,F'IRST RESIDEN-
CES OF WHICH WERE OCCUPIED ()EC• 11', . THE 
SAME DAY NURSES MOVED INTO THE UNFINISHED 
HOSPITAL. THE FIRST PATIENT WAS ON OEc . 12. 
~ 
(Remember how we used to walk up a 
plank to each cabin in camp, before :ear-
penters had quite completed tha~? And 
how we used to skitter out into the weeks 
of steady drizzle to snatch first pieces 
of scrap lumber from nearest piles? And 
how we'd scurry back to redden a new 
little tin stove which poked its pipe 
through a window where a pane had been 
removed? And remember how we felt when 
our plank would slip away from before cur 
doorway and never come back?) 
•'T~c;e 5.;,tc.:ty OcPr. W'-'.Z: 
~ I ' ,-J , , f • ~ ,~ " M /l, IV 5 H O i., ,. ,) 
w EA It ~ rl ~ ,H> J../ ~ 1'. II 1/l/17 
O:ARLY SETTLEMENTS ON THE EAST BANK OF 
THE RIVER WERE IN WHAT IS NOW THE GOVERN-
MENT WAREHOUSE ANO SHOPS AREA. HERE TEM-
~ORARV SHIPLAP ANti TARPA~ER~COVEREO BUILD-
INGS LEO A TRANSIENT LIFE. WHEW POWER 
SHOVELS GULPED AWAY AT THE EARTH 1 FRAME 
STRUCTURES NEVER ·sTAYEO LONG IN ONE PLACE. 
HERE WERE THE"BUILDINGS OF THE EARLY SUB-
CONTRACTORS, THE NATIONAL REEMPLOYMENT 
SERVICE, SOM£ MWAK STRUCTURES AND OTHERS. 
(..:::) 
(And remember how the townsites,which 
started booming in the summer in the cou-
lee, represented hundreds of small frame 
buildings of rough; fresh lumber. Most 
of the paint, in the heyday of the rush, 
went for personal adornment.) 
TT e;:.) 
LJHROUGHOUT NOVEMBER M!JAKTs TWO ANO THEN 
THREE SHOVELS FOR EARLIEST WORK WERE CUT-
TING I~ BELOW T HE PRESEN~ SlTE OF THE 
WEST VISTA HOUSE ANO THE HIGHWAY WAS RE-
LOCATED DAILY . THE ROADWAY, A BOG OF 
CLAYEi GLUE GETTING DE~PER AND DEEPER 
AND WETTER AND WETTER WITH THE AREA, OF-
TEN INTERRUPTto AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC UP 
A~O DOWN THE HILL. AND ALONG THE . SHIFT-
ING SLOPES, ~EFORE ANO AFTER THAT~ · wHE~ 
POOLS OF WATtR NEVER FtLL., V1Sl~ILITY 
OFTEN BECA~E A 0000 WORD tN THE OICTIONAR~ 
THE MOST DlSMAL OF SAHARA STORMS HAD NOTH-
ING ON GRAND COULEE . 
·~ 1935 
WHEN I 935 _ HAD GONE BY, ENG I NEE RS ANO 
OFFIClA~S BREATHED THAT ONE RIVER SEASON 
HAD PASSED av. (When you reckon with 
manhandling the nations second largest 
stream and if you're a contractor, you 
just don't say, "T've got 90 pe:r- cent 
of my contract completed." Instead you 
say you've got so many flood seasons out 
of the way and have so many yet ~o face, 
any of 'Which may put you behind the 8-
ball.) 8UT CONSTRUCTION WAS PARTiCULARLY 
INT ERESTING 1F FOR NO OTHER REASON THAN 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE WEST COFFEROAM 
ANO THE TREMENDOUS AND ~NPRECEDENTEO DIS-
EMBOWEU NG OF THE WEST SI DE EXVAVATI ON A.-
REA BY CONVEYOR. THE YEAR 1935, HOWEVER~ 
WAS ONE OP GREAT AND VARlEO CONSTRUCTION . 
(f)N JAN. l BEGAN T~LARGEST . RIVER CON-
T~ STRUCTURE EVER UNDERTAKEN• THE USSR 
RtPORTEO. DRIVING OF 15-tNCH SHEET STEa 
PILING BEGAN FOR THE COFFERDAM TO PROTECT 
EXCAVATlON WORK ON THE WEST St0€ FROM THE 
{ C ONT I NU ED ON PAGE 5 ) 
\ o S) (])([)[RU ([ <D,-~TI ~ 
o D_(DA\[F[I[R CCCDA\U\) · 
\ o \)D_~CCD< § 
1. 
o SSCPCDCRU §D-1UD<U§ \ . .... 
o ~ 0-iCDCE § 




. SHOP HElit & GE WELL ontSS[O 
tl t.4;) At\ ~s·· '"·-;>o:·"····· ... · 1lfi c··rF ......  n~£ll'\::J? . s·l?oRES ru\10 P\~ -c . ) i,1 · :~i f, ·t . ,\ · 
I comPL ETE SHOPPln G crnm; un orn onE HOO F 
THE sT ORE s utLDING tN Mt1 soN C ITY \\/;\j\JT~ .D TO rBLJY: -
WAS BUI LT BY Nov. 30 , 1934 T HE 
L AU NDR Y wr.,s F I RST PUT I NT O srnvt c r ONE QN LY LJNB REAl<ABLE 
JA N. 3 0 , 1935 , T HRE E WEE K S AFTER TH E 
GARAG E WAS C OM P L ET ED . T HE FUN ERA L GO l F p u TTE R -- SE E JAME S HOW EL L S . 
H OM E WAS BE GUN FEB . 9. THE HOT EL WA S 
IN OPERATI ON FEB . 18 AND T HE C AT HOLIC AT T HE BANK. 
AND P ROT EST A NT C,HURCHES WERE BU ILT BE- - --------. 
T~F: ij MA RC H 8 ANO A PRI L 20 , 1935 . TH E RECRE ,H I ON ... l-lALc. '- i ·N··~ MASO N C iTY 'wAS 
F I RST I N I T I AT ED N E W YEAR r s EVE , 1934. 
MAY 28, 1941 ~ O L U M 8 I A N PAGE 5 
\fVI~ Wl~~i 
(CONT I NUEO FROM PAGE 3) 
RIV'ER. THE 12'1 MILES Of SHEET PILING, 
(17,600 TONS) FORMED A D~M 3000 .FEET LONG 
OF TWIN WALLS ANO CELLS FILLED WITH EARTH, 
Two MILLION BOARD FEET OF TfMBERs,120,000 
~INEAL FEET OF WOOD PILING, 1960 TONS OF 
TIE ROOS ANO OTHER STEEL -- THESE WERE . 
PART OF THE JOB, THIRTY STEAM HAMMERS, 
WEIGHING UP TO 7000 POUNDS EACH (Poundl 
Pound l Pound! Night in, night out 1) 
STRUCK 30 BLOWS FOR EAC~ INCH OF PENETRA-
TION, THE COFFERDAM WAS COMPLETED MAY 17, 
t:::1 OT wAs ALs~· 1 N JANUARY ·THAT MWAK's Fl RST 
TEMPORARY BRIDGE WAS TWISTED OUT OF LINE 
BY ICE FLOES, THE ANSWER TO THIS CAME BY 
CONSTRUCTION OF A ~IQHLINE ANO BUCKET FOR 
MEN AND SOME SU~PLIES TO CRO~S THE RIVER 
(JAN. 20-25), WHILE HEA\W EQ.UIPMENT CROSSED 
BY FERRY , ON MARCH 31 THE . BRIDGE, WHICH 
YARDS LEFT IN THE COFFERDAM VICINITY AND 
50,000 AT THE LAST OF FIVE CONVEYOR LATER-
ALS. FOR EVERY WORKING HOUR IN JUNE 
2000 YA~OS OF OVERBURDEN TOOK THE 8-M1NUTE 
RIDE TO RATTL~SNAKE CANYON OVER A MILE OF 
CONVEYOR BELTING. FIFTY TRUCKS ANO EXCAVA-
TION WAGONS WERE IN USE~ IN JULY THE UN-
PRECEDENTED TOTAL OF 55,514 CUBIC VAROS OF 
EARTH WENT BY WAY OF CONVEYOR AND TRUCK IN 
ONE DAY, MORE THAN A TON EVERY SECOND . (E-
RECTION OF THE WEST SIDE CONVEYOR WAS FROM 
Nov. 5, 1934, To OEc • I 3) • 
U t:::1 ' HE MILLION DOLLAR GRAVEL PLANT SYS~EM 
WITH ITS 4i MILES OF BELTING BEGAN TO RISE 
MAY 25 ANO . WENT INTO PRODUCTION Nov. 18; 
ON eoMPLETION OF THE WEST MIXING PLANT. 
ACROSS THE 3500-FOOT SUSPENSION BRIDGE, 
BECUN . APRIL (6, WENT SANO ANO GRAVEL FOR 
THE FIRST CONCRETE IN GRANO COULEE DAM, 
Nov. 28. FIRST CEMENT HAO ARRIVED Nov . 
HAD SEEN OPENED TO PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC 4 IN TWO CARS, I~ 
AFTER . HAVING BEEN TIED BY CABLES TO THE (/'J 
SHORE, WAS CLOSED TO ALL TRAFFIC ANO O(S-. a~N JUNE 7, SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 
MANTLED , TRAFFIC WAS THEN ROUTED OVER tc~s ISSUED THE CHANGE ORDER WHICH AUTHOR-
THE RAILROAD BRIDGE. ro TAKE OVER PART IZEO MWAK TO PROCEED WITH THE FOUNDATION 
OF TRE DUTIES, OF THE FIRST BRIOG€, A CAT- OF A HIGH DAM TO AN APPROXIMATE HEIGHT OF 
WALK~ THIRO OF I I BRJOGES TO SPAN THE CO- 177 FEET . ·THtS WOULD REPLACE A FIRST UNIT 
LUMBIA BEFORE COMPLETION OF THE DAM , OR LOW OAM, . ON WHICH LATER WOULD BE SUPER-
WAS IN USE ~y WORKMEN CROSSING FROM WHERE IMPOSED A HIGH DAM, ' IMPORTANT TO THE AREA' 
NOW IS LOCATED THE CBI SHOP AREA, WAS THAT THIS MEANT, NOT A POWER DAM ALONE» 
t:::') OUT ONE FOR POWER , RECLAMATION, RIVER CON-
~LTHOUGH THE FIRST MOVER OF MUCK AT TROL, 
THE DAM WAS GOCDFELLO~ BROTHERS ON A t::) 
SUB-CONTRACT FROM RYAN, FIRST MWAK EXCAV~- UHE DIFFICULT TASK OF DRtVING PILING 
TION WAS BY SUB-CONTRACT. ON Aue. 17, GOR ANOTHER IN THE . SERIES OF BRIDGES TOOK 
GUY F. ATKINSON HAO BEGUN IN THE EA\T PtT PLACE LATER IN THE YEAR . HERE Tl~BER PILES 
AREA ANO HAO CONTINUED UNTIL Nov . 19 ANO WERE SENT DOWN INTO A RIVER 60 FEET DEEP 
THEN HALTED UNTIL FEB• 21, MAY 20 MARKED ANO WITH A CURRENT OF 16 MILES PtR HOUR 
HIS FINAL SUB-CONTRACT WORR IN THE PIT (JULY . 12). THIS BECAME THE CROSS-RIVER 
BY A SHIFT TO THE J\BUTME _NT, /) * CONV6YOR BRIDGE CONNECTiNG THE EAST SIDE 
WITH AN EXCAVATION TOTAL AT <A, ~)l~ A•~ WEST CONVEYORS. THE BRIDGE WAS 
THE CONCLUSION OF' WORK OF FIRST USED AUG. 17, 
B A
··-~. (. , n o,.. i}I r ~:::;t;:t~!~~ ~~~:~;:~;L · ;.1 I fl i U ~ [ f}}:T~:c :~s:~ ~~:\~~ M;:::~ 
ISLE. HIGH WATER FLOOOE01l-lE TRACT HAO BEEN TRUCKED IN,THE 
AREA BUT ON JULY 5 TWO PUMPS .J / VAST BULK OF" TRANSPORTATION 
~(.J~ 
STARTED DEWATER I NG THE PIT SH I FTED TO THE RA I LROAO, IN 1-· 
~~~o::R~T~l~~-~~~TW~:~:~~K . wu:ung1111\} (l ~~::E~O:~R~~:~E:~:/~/:~:~~ 1 
AT ELEVATION 90~ IJlfllJ U '~ ( !uEi ;~\:t~:M:~~~\R:~Ro~:tR 
[EEsT SIDE EXCAVATION,BE- (J'l.b:J.; JULY 29, ON THIS DAY THE USSR' 
GUN OCT, 4, 1934, WAS COM-
5 
n· ..... p···'· C31 t$::~ ::, ,:· TURNED THE CONSTRUCT I ON LI NE OV-
PLET EO Nov. 30, 1935; WITH ,}~-}: ::·_··· · trs (/ Y:r ER TO MWAK FOR OPERATION. 
THE EXCEPT I ON OF 400,000 .. ~ ft . · (CONTI NUEO ON PAGE 6 ) 
PA~ E 6 C O L U M B I A N MAY 28_, 1941 
~O:\YlI~ lJCE~CR~\ 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE5) 
~ . 
§ EPT • 13 I NT'RODUC £0 CONSTRUCT I ON OF THE 
EAST COFFERDAM , I 130 FEET LONG ANO BUILT 
~ . 
OF TWIN WALLS OF WOOD PILING WITH SAND ANO 
GRAVEL FILL . THIS COFFERDAM WAS NOT iN-
TENDED TO KEEP THE EAST sioE FROM BEING 
FLOODED DURING THE YEAR; _IT WAS INTEND-
ED TO DELAY THE ENTRANCE OF WATER INTO 
THE EAST AREA IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MORE 
TIME FOR EXCAVATION, (:;) . . . . 
(llTHER EVENTS: MARC:H I, F"t RST NUMBER OF 
T~MWAK COLUMBIAN. Two DORMITORIES ANO 
24 COURT-TYPE HOUSES START IN COULEE 0AH 
APR! L 25, JUNE 7 , USSR OFFICES ESTABLI s ·HEO 
IN ADMINISTRAT I ON BUILDING, AFTER ~AVING 
MOVED FROM ALMIRA TO THE . SCHOOL BUILDING 
APRIL 25 • JULY 8, MWAK S!A RTS FURTH-ER I NG 
LIFE-SAVING PROGRAM WITH BUREAU OF .MINES 
FIRST-AID CLASSES. AUGUST; START DIAMOND 
DRILLING AT LOWER ENO. OF C6ULEE FOR BALAN-
CING RESERVOIR T~ l~RIGATE "BASIN LANDS, 
AUGUST , SCAOOL DISTRICT 123, MASON C ITY-
COULEE DAM , ORGANl_iED• OCTOBER ~ "B" OR 
LOW PRE SSU R'E GROUT I NG STARTS; ' E I.G HT CE ... 
MENT SILOS , 5000-BARREL EACH, FIN I SHED; 
TRANSFER RETRACEMENT PARTY OF USSR FROM 
COLVILLE TO EPHRATA TO WORK ON IRRIGATION 
AREA LANDS.. OcT. 29-Nov. l, MWAK STAR-S 
CONSTRUCTIO~ OF A HtGH ANO LOW TREstLE 
TO EXTEND THE LENGTH OF TME DAM FOUNDATION 
F"OR THE PLAe ·I fitG OF- CONCRETE {'AT ELEV AT l ON 
1024 FOR THE VPSTREAM TRESTLE,AT ELEVATION 
950 F"OR THE DOWNSTREAM TRESTLE)~ 
- 193 6 -u HE YEAR 1936 BROUGHT ABOUT TH~ PLACE-
M~NT OF 90 TIMES AS MUCH CONCRETE ANO 
THRE~ TIMES AS MUCH ROCK EXCAVATlON AS 
!935 ,. BUT ITS EARTH REMOVAL WAS ONLY 8 
PER CENT. 
~ 
TIHE 52 WEEKS OF THE YEAR BROUGHT THE 
TOTAL PAYROLL FOR 119 WEEKS TO APPROXIMATE-
LY $ 11 ,700 , 000. PURC~ASES OF EQUIPMENT AND 
SUPPLI ES REACHED A TOTAL OF $16,500,000 
$4,500 ,000 FOR THE 12 MONTHS . 
' . ~ 
(Q l~ . . . . THER ' FIGURES: EARTH EXCAVATION BY 
MW K, 13,700,000 -- I 'MILLION FOR t936; 
ROCK , 735,000 -- 480,000 FOR THE YEAR; 
CONCRETE, 1, 880,000 YARDS -- 44,000 F"OR 
THE EAST SIDE. CONCRETE IN 1935 TOTALLED 
21 , 000 YARD~. 
t-;) 
~ T THE . ·sEG INN I NG oF· THE YEAR A RA I LROAO 
WAS UNDER CONSTRUCTION ALONG THE NORTH 
TAILRACE SLOPE OF THE WEST itDE ANO ALONG 
THE TOP OF THE WEST COFFERDAM TO BLOCK 40. 
THIS WAS TO CONDUCT DIESAL-ELECTRIC LOCO-
MOTIVES UNTIL TRESTLES SHOULD BE BUILT 
OUT TO THE COFFERDAM . 
(-:;) 
(Today block 40 is just another block, 
but in those days one might almost con-
clude it was the only one. "Where is 
block 40? " the public asked . The block, 
rising against the western side of the 
coffe~dam, was to become an integral part 
of the structm-es to dike out the Colum-
bia river from the west area.) 
W 
.(/) 
HILE ELECTRIC HEATERS INSIDE THE HEAV-
ILY BUTTRESSED WAL LS OF BAY 40 COMBATTE O 
THE WEATHER , CONCRETE BEGAN TO RI SE IN THE 
BLOCK ON JAN. 18; THEN, AS A TEMPORAR Y 
~ART OF THE BLOCK , HEAYY 12xl2 ANO 12x24-
~NCH YIMBERS BEGAN T O FORM A 200-FOOT Ht QH 
CRtB IN ' THE BUCKET OF THE BLOCK. ON tOM-
PLETION9THE EARTH - r t LLED CRIB CHOKED OUT 
THE OPENING BETWEEN CONCRETE ANO COFFEROAM 
CELLS TO THE NORTH • 
. l :~ 
TIHE ~OFFEROAM, THE BLOCK AND THE CR t B 
WERE TO SER~E ANOTHER PtiRPOSE• NOT ONL Y 
AS AN IMPREGNABLE WEST RIVER WALL WERE 
THEY TO SERVE, !UT ALSO AS AN EAST RIVER 
WAL~ WHEN THE . RIVER SHOULD BE TURNED OV-
ER THE WEST SIDE SO THAT EXCAVATION ANO 
. ..-·•EN c:ONCRETE COULD BE CAHRIEO ON IN THE 
R I VER C H i'W NEL • 
[P 
l.;:) 
LANS FOR DIVERSION WERE WELL UNDER WAV~ 
WITH THE RIVER SETTLED AFTER ITS FLOOO , 
SHOVELS BEGAN TO OPEN A CHANNEL TOWARD THE 
SOUTH BEHIND THE COFFERDAM AND THE WEST 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE?) 
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(CONTI NUEO FROM PAGE 6) 
CONVEYOR RESUMED ACTION. ON JVLY 28 A 
BASE LINE WAS LAID . FOR THE TAKING OF 50,000 
BARGE SOUNDINGS OUT 1-N THE RIVE£~ FOR CROSS-
RIVER COFFERDAMS. 
t:;) 
( If you were. here t '.len you remember see-
ing the big timber cribs which formed the 
cross-river cofferdams float into position, 
sink under we ight of earth and sand fill 
to dam the river along the upstream and 
downstream sides of the dam area; and how 
a wall of sheet st eel piling was driven 
along the river side oi' the cros,s-.river 
cofferdams. Barge soundings were taken 
in the river in order for the ~ribs to 
float down the river and fit the river 
bottom like the one piece we looked for 
in a jigsaw puzzle . ) 
. (~ 
[BuT OTHER THINGS WER.E HAPPENING. IN 
TWO STEPS THE NORTH END OF THE WEST COFFER-
FIN AL EARTH EXCAVATION AT 
BOTH ENOS OF i"HE WEST EX-
CAVATION AREA ANO ENDED ITS 
JOB. SEPT. 30 . 
-· (_~ 
[LAST CONCRETE PLACEMENT 
BEG l, N FOR BLOCK 40 SEPT.30 ., 
PLACEMENT OF DOWNSTREAM 
CONCRETE WAS SUFFICIENT BY 
OCT . 19 FOR REMOVAL OF THE 
DOWNSTREAM TRESTLE IN THE 
PATH OF THE RIVER WHEN IT 
SHOULD BE TURNED AROUND THE 
WEST SIDE THROUGH FOUR LOW 
SLOTS- OR BLOCKS IN CONC REH:. · 
GATES THROUGH THE COFFERDAM , 
SOUTH END, WERE OPENED Nov . 
5 . PULLING OF SOTTOM COFFER 
PlLING BEGAN AT 
ENO OF THt WEST 




DOWNSTREAM CRIB WAS PLACED 
ANO THE MAIN CH ANNEL OF THE 
RIVER WAS COMPLETELY CLOSED 
ANO WATER SWUNG AROUND THE WEST SIDE. 
-fO"lC.. . . ""'Ju 
/~BOUT 3 , 750,000 YARDS HAD . PASSED ACROSS 
THE CONV EYOR FROM THE EAST SIDE AT THE BE-
GINNING OF THE YEAR \936 -- 5i MILLION BY 
TRUCK ANO CONVEYOR, BUT JAN. 16 MARK ED LAST 
VSE OF THE WEST CONVEYOR EXTENSION TO THE 
£AST SIDE. ON THE SAME DAY AN INKLING OF 
WHAT WAS TO OCCUR LATER TOOK PLACE: 60,000 
YARDS OF EARTH SH6LVEO DOWN FROM ~HE FORE-
BAY • A TUG GER WAS SET UP AT THE OOWNSTRE:AM 
SIDE TO PULL DUMP TRUCKS UP THE 23 PER CENT 
GRADE FROM THE HOLE WHERE CREEPING EARTH CON-
TINUED liS INCESSANT DRIBBLE . ON MARCH 8 
A CONCRETE DAM SUPPORTED A CRIB DOWN IN 
HOLE TO HOLD BACK EARTH WHICH INCREASED 
THE 
ITS 
MOVEM€NT TO OVE RTOP THE CR J 8 DAYS LAT-
ER. ON APRIL 24 ONE-HALP MJLLION YARDS 
SLOUGHED DOWNWARD ANO WORK WAS SUSPENDED IN 
THf HOLE. 
0 N 'THE FACE OF AN I NC REAS I NGLY TURBULENT 
~lVER , DISMANTLING OF THE CROSS-R I VER CON-
VEYOR BRIDGE BEGAN APRIL 25. Two DAYS 
LATER GATES THROUGH THE TIMBER EAST COFFER-
DAM WERE OPENED TO ALLOW CONTROLLED 
IMG OF THE EAST SIDE AND ON -MAY 9 THE 
FLOOD-
RIVER 
EAST CONVEYOR BEGAN Nov . 4 , TO DISCHARGE 
4000 FEET UPSTREAM . FIRST ~ AST ~tOE 
CONCRETE PLACING WAS AT THE POWER HOUSE 
ERECTION BAY Nov. 6 . HtGH TReSTLE CON-
ST RUCTION (BEGUN APRIL 17) RESUMED Nov . 12 
ANO FIRST CONCRETE WENT INTO THE DEEP HOLE 
{ C ONT J NU ED ON PAGE 9 ) 
lJ 
0 
C O L U M [3 I ,'\ N 
THI S RE P RINT OF A OR LWI NG MADE BY 
KENN ETH . I , C ROS I E R ; NOW C 8 f I NS UR 1-\ NC E 
MANAG ER, WAS AM ONG TH E VERY Fi RST T O 
AP P EAR IN TH E COLU MB AN BACK I N 1935 . 
CROS1E R ACTUALLY PRODUCED TH C EAR LtES 
NUMBE RS F THE PUBL ICA i ON. 
THE LESSO N ON FALLS HERE, S FETY "EN-
EMY No.I AMONG SERIOU S ACCIDENTS 1CAN 
ALWAYS BE TAKEN TO HEART, 
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BLOCK 69-A) Nov. 26. 
. OTHE I~ 
FROM PAGE 6) 
ITEMS 
] AN• 27 , HIGHWAY BR I OGE OPEN. FEBRUA-
RY, EASTMIX CONSTRUCTION BEGINS; ENOS IN ' 
MARCH; OPERATES IN OCTOBER. APRIL 14, 
SILAS 8. MASON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF 
MWAK, DIES IN MASON CITY. JUNE 28, WEST' 
SLIDE DRAIN SHAFT COMPLETE. AUG. 14 , 
: ONE MILLIONTH YARD OF CONCRETE GOES INTO 
GRAND C OU LEE DAM • Oc T • 7 , "C " G RO UT I NC ' 
END S F" O R C O NT RAC T ON 1,/€ ST S I DE • Oc T • 23 ,' 
~WAK's EMPLOYMENT PEAK ~ITH 5330. DEC. 10 , 
CONCRETE COOLING OPERATIONS START. {THIS 
JOB OF COOLING . CONCRETE WOULD TAKE . 100 ANO 
MORE YEARS -- IF NATURE WERE TO DO IT) . 
- 19 3 7--u HE YEAR 1937 SAW NEA~-COMPLETION OF THE 
M\.JAK CONTRACT . IT SAW THE PLACEMENT OF 
2,635 1 140 YARDS OF CONCRETE AND EXCAVATION 
OF I ,689,700 YARDS OF WHICH 454,000 WAS 
ROCK; AND YET IT SAW AN OCCURRENCE WHICH 
010 NOT CONTRIBUTE TO HAPPINESS . 
. ~ . . 
/-~FTER PUMPING FROM JAN. 3 TO 9, THE RIVER 
BED WAS EXPOSED AND TRUCKS SiARTEO 
HAULING TO THE ATKINSON DUMP UPSTREAM~ ON 
COMPLETION OF A MILE OF CONVEYOR,FbU~ ANO 
FIVE FEEDERS WENT TO WORK AND FINISH~D 
EXCAVATING NEARLY li ' MILLION YARDS FROM 
THE RIVER AREA. FIRST CONCRETE WAS PLACED 
HERE MAY 14. THE Hl~H TRESTtE, EXTENDING OVT 
FROM EAST AND WEST ABUTMENTS, JOINED NEAR THE 
MIDDLE OF THE CHANNEL BED JULY 12. JACKHAMMER 
WORK ENDED THERE THE LAST OF JULY AND F' l!NAL 
BEDROCK CLEANUP WAS COMPLETED IN OCTOBER. 
~ 
(Have we forgotten something? No, how 
could we? It was about 9 o'clock March 
I9 that the telephone rang. "Water has 
broken through the cofferdam!" By the time 
we got there , a host of caterpillars,trucks 
and buggies bathed in overhead lights had 
already thrown up a diko hemming a small 
lake against block 40. The spout of water 
iooked much like all spouts of water, but 
this 100 ant much more than most. 
t;:::) 
DHE FLOW CEASED ABRUPTLY APRIL 23, AFT-
ER .THE DRILLING AND GROUTING OF 100 HOLES 
65 AND MORE F~ET DEEP DOWN tNTO THE AREA 
NEAR THE JUNeT I ON OF THE WEST AND OOWNRI VER 
COFFERDAMS• GROUT I NG, IN . TH IS CASE, INCLUDED 
THE USE OF WATER, I! MILLION POUNDS OF CEMENT, 
SHAVINGS, 150,000 POUNDS OF BENTONITE (A 
CLAY WITM PECULIAR SWELLING PROPERTIES) , 
SANO ANO EVEN WEEDS AND OTHER ITEMS COL-
LECTED FROM THE JOB AND AROUND MASON CITY. 
EXCEPT FOR THIS LEAKAGE OF WATER, PERHAPS 
THROUGH A SANO SEAM IN CLAYt THE COFFER-
DAMS WERE REMARKABLY WATER-TIGHT. 
(:A 0 N CONCRETING, MWAK BROKE ALL RECORDS 
ES(STING AT THAT TlME. ON AUG. 28; THE 
15,844 YARDS IN ONE OAY ANO THE 377,133 
PLACED IN AUGUST WERE SUPREME. AUGUST 
ALSO,BY THE WAY , RECORDED THE HI GH£ST · EM-
?LOYMENT FIGURE IN THE CONSiRUCTlON OF 
THE COLUMBIA BASIN PROJECT. THE 7198 
WERE LISTED FOR AUG. ~I• 
OTHER BRIEFS 
J~MONG OTHER ITEMS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR~-
REMOVAL . OF THE WEST SIDE LOW TRESTLE BE~ 
GAN JAN ~ 5 AND ENO E O FEB • I I • 0 R I V I NC OF' 
STEEL . PILING , TO BE COMPLETED BEFORE HICH 
WATER, BEGAN ALONG THE OUTSIDE OF CROSS-
RIVER COFFERDAMS. SPRING CONCRETING RE• 
SUMED MARCH 8 . USSR COMPLETEO ' PLANS FOR 
M(GRATORY FISH CONTROL. MAY 14, CONCRETE 
WAS . HALF PLACED FOR THE CONTRACT, THE 
pRESlDE~T S1~NED THE ANTI-SPECULATION BILL 
FOR IRRl~ATION LANDS • DISMANTLING OF RE-
FRIGERATION PLANT START~D MAY 12. CONTRAC-
JOINT GiouttNG (SEALING CONCRETE BLOCKS 
TOGETHER WlTH CEMENT ANO WATER AFTER 
THEY'VE BEEN . ~OOLED) . STARTS. JUNE -- DI-
AMOND DRILL EXPLORAT I ON STARTS AT ANKENY 
OAMSITE AT FAR END OF BALANCING RESERVOIR . 
NINTH OF If C~MENT SILOS STARTED RISING 
JUNE 20. HALF THE EAST SJOE CONCRETE WAS 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE(O} 
PL~CED FOR THE CONTRACT BY JULY. CON-
STRUCTION OF FOUR (80-TON GATES TO CLOSE 
THE FOUR WEST SIDE DIVERSION OR LOW BLOCKS 
BEGAN . THESE WENT INTO USE . IN OCTOBER• 
ALS O DURING THE MONTH PRESIDENT RoosEV~LT 
RETURNED ANO SPOKE TO 10,000, FOLLOWED lN 
A FEW O~YS BY POSTMASTEn GENERAL FARLEY . 
Nov. 21, THE EASTMIX SHUT DOWN FOR TH£ 
WESTMIX TO FINISH THE CONTRACT . DEC. (0, 
BtDS FOR TRE PRESENT CONTRACT WERE OPENED 
IN SPOKANE. THIS WAS THE S~ME DA~ REMOV-
AL OF THE UPSTREAM CROSS-RIVER COFFERDAM 
WAS COMPLETE AND THE ENCLOSED AREA ' w~s 
AGAIN OPEN TO THE RIVER . DEC. f9, THE 
CRAVEL P1T SOSPENOEO OPERATIONS ' ~NO THE 
SCREEN PLANT, DEC. 29 . DEC . 27, THE lN-
STALLATI ON OF 20 MILLION POUNDS OF REIN-
F6RCEMENT STEEL WAS COMPLETEri AND EXCAVA -
TION ENDED AT CROSS-RI VER COFFERDAMS; 
~ 
. o_AST CONCRETE FOR THE M\vAK CONTRACT 
~ENT TO THE WEST S I DE (BLOCK 34) JAN ~ 10 
AND THt WESTMIX CEASED OPERATION~. RIVER 
DIVERSION WAS COMPLETED JAN . 19 BY REMOV -
AL OF T HE LAST BULKHEAD GATE ON THE WEST 
SIDE . °"; . iE DRESSING . UP OF SOME OF TH£ 
634 , 000 YARDS OF RIPRAP AND ROCK FlLL 
ENDED JAN. I I . FEB . I I MARKED THE LAST 
MISCE~LANEOUS CLEANUP IN THE CONCRETE. 
GALLE R I ES ANO THE LA ST MAJ OR JO 8 G F MvJ AK ·, 
DISMANTLING OF THE DOWNSTREAM COFFERDAM, 
BE9AME PAST HISTORY WiTH LAST PULLING OF 
STEEL PILING IN THE RIV ER , MARCH 15 . 
t::) 
([)N JAN . I MWAK HAO 1400 EMPL OYEES, OR 
ABOUT ONE- FOUfffH THEIR PEAK . TH IS TAPERED 
IN A MONTH TO 350 . S I XTY- FlVt WERE ON 
THEIR LAST REG ULAR PAYROLL . ONLY 40 , CON-
TRASTED WITH APPRO XlMATELY 1800 . AT ONE 
TIME, WERE IN THE MEN'S DORMITORIES WHEN 
THE MESS HALL CLOSED ITS DOORS (JAN. 27) 
TO REOPEN WITH 150 IN CAMP, APRIL lO. 
- C. 8.1. I n I 9 3 B -
CC:onsolidated Builders, Inc . , awarded 
the contract Feb~? to complete Grand 
Coulee da.-rn,contains the component compan-
ies of MW.AK. MWAK consisted of the Silas 
Mason Co.:± Walsh Construction co., the 
Atkinson ier Co.. and Thompson-Starrett 
Co. CBI also includes the Pacific 
Bridee Co.,General Constructio~ Co.,Utah 
Construction Co., Henry J. Kaiser ,co, 
J. F. Shea Co., Inc., Morrison-Knudsen 
Co., Inc., and MacDonald & Kahn co., Ltd. 
~LTHOUGH CBI DID NOT TAKE OVER THE CON-
TRACT TO COMPLETE THE DAM UNTlL MARCH 22, 
JOO OFFICIALS AND OTHERS WERE HERE ON PRE-
LtM I NARY WORK MARCH t • THEIR FIRST PAYROLl 
WAS MARCH 5 WITH 144 CHECKS . ON MARCH 25, 
445 ~ERE EMPLOYED ANO THE THOUSAND MARK 
WAS REACHED BY THE MIDDLE OF APRll 
D . (:::;) . . N THE MtDDLE OF MARCH CBI BEGAN DIS-
MANTLING .THE BIG SUSPENSION BRIDGE WHICH 
HAO CARRIED ALL ANO GRAVEL MIXED IN 
PLANT. Ft NAL 
l5. ON 
THE 5x7-FOOT 
FOUNDATION OF THE 
ON PAGE!2) 
express our appreciation 
for the fine cooperation of 
the great many individuals 
and agencies of the Bureau 
of Reclamation, contractors 
and others for the informat 
tion and help which has made 
publication possible for the 
past six years . 
For production contributions 
during the CBI contract we 
owe a great deal to~-
Hal Babbitt, Mason City ho-
t el manager transferred to 
Catalina two weeks ago , for 
his artistry from the start 
in producing the safety pos-
t ers, the store and theatre 
pages. 
Roy Gridley, CBI carpenter 
walker , for his caricatures 
and job cartoons. 
"Jim" Thomas, long gone to 
California, for his hUIDor 
column, "Fillosophy of a 
Feebul Foreman ." 
:·· 
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(CONT I NUED FROM PAGE f I) 
PUMPING PLA~T ANO ROCK tX~AVATION BEGAN 
FOR RELOCATION OF THE MIXING PLANTS APRIL 
30. THE GRAVEL PLANT SHUT DOWN FOR RECON-
STRUCTION (APRIL 2-JUNE2j AND THE EREC -
TION OF THE NEW TRESTLE, NOW EXTENDING 
THE LENGTH OF THE DAM, WAS PERFORMED BY 
BETHLEHEM STEEL Co. (JUNE "13.:... SEPT . IQ). 
ON JUNE 24 CB[· BEGAN . THE ORI LLI NG OF AN 
ESTIMATED 133,000 LINEAL . . FEET OF ROCK 
HOLES FOR PRESSURE G~OUTING THE FOUN-· 
OATION OF THE'OA M, WITH LYNCH BROTHERS, 
SUB-CONTRACTOR,PERFORMING THE WORK. PAV• 
ING OF MASON CITY STREETS GOT UNDER WAY 
DURING THIS . PERIOD, ALONG . WITH PAINTING 
ANO REMODELING Or CITY BUJLO(NGS. 
~ 
u M 8 A N MAY 28, 1941 
READY FOR USE. 
~ 
CI)THER ITEMS .;._ CBI COMPLETES NEW GYM-
NASi UM (MAY 27). GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHES 
RESIDENT ENGINEER 1 S OFFICE IN WENATCHEE 
TO D(RECT CON~T~UCTtON OF MIGRATORY FISH 
CONTROL FAC 1 LITI ES. AUG . 11 ,WPA SUB:"MITS 
PROGRAM FOR CLEARING LANDS IN THE BACK-
WATER AREA ABOVE THE DAM. SEPT. 9, CON-
TRACT SIGNED WITH THE PUGET SOUND . POWER 
! LIGHT Co. PERMITTING CONSTRUCTION OF 
FISH TRAPS AND OTHER FEATURES AT ROCK 
ISLAND D4M~ OCT . 21, WPA STARTS CLEARING 
FOR A CAMP UPRIVER AT LINCOLN AND BEGINS 
CLEARING OPERATIONS NEAR PEACH (DEC, 20). 
OCT. 25, SECRETARY ICKES AND COMMISSIONER 
JOHN C, PAGE (USSR) I NSPECT THE DAM (OCT . 
25). USSR STARTS DRI VING 2500-FOOT TUNNEL 
TO TAP SNOW LAKE ' S WATER SUPPLY FORCM I-
GRATORY FISH CONTROL PURPOSES AT LEAVEN-
LET US BUIID UP OUR DEFENS~~ ·r WORTH, NEAR WENATCHEE. 
-- YES, EVEN TO A POINT OF~ . l.~ / 9 J 9 -
A TREMENDOUS OFFENSE --- t~ ~'.?i _  ...··.··. ·.  (.As they say of re~ords ~n . athletics, 
AGAINST ~ - · ~ ·:S, ·there must be a physical llm1 t to what 
A- C-C-I-D-E-N- T- S -·~f -:~~~ -- · the human being must do. Surely there 
_ .· ,. - .. ,,v ,. : : ~),, .... ~!~ ;:u:~i!~m!~n~~~:~ ~ht~~e;:c!:n~= ~ · <-&,~~ ing t1Ines changes , when vnll eight 4-
j_ ,,~ ' ·, .. :·. _. · ,\ yard mixers surpass tbe 1939 record here? 
·.·,,- .-_ ':-.-.· . . ... ... ~ That ' s what employees ask?) 
. ~-·· ··  . \?) :, .... . • 0 ~ 1939 CBI EM~YEES PLACED FOUR 
\\TEEL ARRIV°ED AT ELECTRIC CITY JULY 6 
AN~WESTERN PIPE & STEE L COMPANY BEGAN 
THE J O 8 0 F FA B R I C AT I NG A B-v u·T I * M I LE S OF' 
(8-FOOT DIAMETER PENSTOCK LINER. ON JULY 
\8 A JUMBO LEYNER DRILL STARTED WORK AT 
THE ENTRANCES TO THE 12 PUMPING PLANT IN-
LET TUNNELS . ELEVEN OF THE . 12 HAD BEEN 
DRILLED TO THE CONTRAC~ DISTANCE WHEN 
CHANGE ORDER NO . 2 WAS SlGNEO BY SECRE-
TARY ICKES . CONSEQUENTLY THE TUNNELS 
WERE DRILLED A TOTAL OF AN ADDITIONAL 
MtLE TO COMPLETION . JULY 22 INTRODUCED 
MANUFACTURE IN TH£ PANEL YARD OF ABOUT 
27 MILES OF 5-tNCH DRAIN TILE FOR USE IN 
THE UPSTREAM CONCRETE OF THE DAM.. THE 
NEXT DAY THE FIRST OF THE TWO M1XING 
PLANiS, NOW PLACED TOGETHER ON THE EAST 
SIDE, WENT INTO OPERATION . ON JULY 25 
No.t OF THE SEVEN MAMMOTH HAMMERHEAD CRANES 
WAS COMPLETED ON THE TRESTLE. ON AUG. 8 
THE FIRST OF ~Bl 's EIGHT CLOSURE GATES 
WAS PLACED ON THE UPSTREAM SIDE OF A LOW 
SPILLWAY BLOCK . BY SEPT. 26 ALL WERE 
TIMES 4S MUCN CONCRETE INTO GRANO COULEE 
DAM AS IN 1938 . IN {2 MONTHS . THEY SUR-
PASSEO BY 400,000 YARDS ALL THE CONCRETE 
CONTA I NED IN 80ULOER DAM. THEY PLACED 
3,650,000 YARDS OF "MVD" TO SEND COU-
LEE DAM 150 FEET SKYWARD~ 450 FEET ABOVE 
LOW BEDROCK. IN 1939 530,000 WERE . PLACED 
IN 30 DAYS. THE HIGH . DAY OF 13,350 , sET 
IN l938 WAS SHATTERED 'IN SUCCESSIVE DAI-
LY RECORDS TO REACH 20,696.5 YARDS. (This 
is a mix plant count which included 12 
yards of waste.) 
e::) 
(Remember how a l l the Destinies con-
spired to make the record day a record 
day -- all but one little sprite? He al-
lowed a pin in a mixing plant solenoid 
valve to fail . Now it had been possible 
to replace such a pin in 30 seconds with-
out interfering with production,but this 
was not an ordinary day. It was a day in 
which every second counts; and if there 
is any place where the statement is 
true, it ' s in a mixing plant. Employees 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 13) 
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c:;:) 
[J. A. BANKS, USBR CONSTRUCTtOf'.t ENGINEER, 
WAS APPOINTED ACTING ADMINISTRATOR or 
felt the spirit of a serious game . Fin-
gers micht easily become toes ••• The pin 
was replaced in 15 seconds . ) 
80NNEViLLE, MAY 4.· THE MASONIC ORDER'S 
VtSIThTION BANQUET, WITH 900 ATTENDING, 
WAS THE BIGGEST BANQUET IN MESS HALL HIS-
TORY (MAY 13) . · ALL 934-ELEVATION OUTLET c;) . ffi T THE START OF THE YEAF? ; · 
THE COLUMBIA WAS PASSING 
THROUGH SIX SLOTS AT ELEVA-
TION 965. PUMPING PLANT EX-
CAVATION WAS ABOUT 80 PER 
CENT COMPLETE. MAJOR CON-
CRETING FOR THE · WINTER HAD 
CEASED, ALTHOUGH SEVERAL 
BLOCKS WERE NOT TOPPED OFr 
FOR THE WtNTER UNTIL JAN.10. 
MIXING PLANTS CEASED OPERA-
\}/ 1LU£ £VE (H_fjl f( ~t TUBES WERE OPENED FOR THE 
- --· Ff RST Tl ME (MAY 14). THE 
wco,;- 0
1
'/A · f.,:" ~ - l 
~';,::~:: ;;;.~ ~ !f ;f:!D"f;;I ~:~~~~;-ro:;A:~::TM;: ~;:~~:-
Hc;I\Ji(f I> M'-1 :.~'-,1t'j~;\J~~:: LOWED TWO DAYS LATER BY "8" 
~~~s,J 11~?f m:;;111:!:~iiiif 111 
./ :· El \~ ~\\~ 'f:·c'iJ RECORD-BREAK I NG 11MUD 11 POUR \.. ··rt 11 ·" <3.5>£':1, )'~;::-,/::: :.:::·l;~t 
TI ONS EXCEPT FOR THE CONG RET- ~ \ / ~ ·-'{ .. . '~''-/2}~:::--:Ji WAS MADE ON THE 25TH -- 29 
I NG OF COOLING SHAFTS AND . ( 'i lf \1111 ,/ij=;:·+·:{l(HJ.Y}i=> '·.1 TOr\fs OF CONCRETE PROOUCEO 
THE INSPECTION-DRAIN TUNNEL ' 't/ \ <l' .\ i"l.l-:··t·V1?=:t:) .~t EVERY MINUTE OF THE DAY.MAY 
IN THE EAST ABUTMENT. ~ ,\'. (.~Y)jJJ}c:·;?..:,;._ 28, CROWN PRINCE OLAV (NOR-
1-\J US8R CHU~DRILL AND I ~,-,i:s;.,~~:,)~~~I WAY) VISITE~HE DAM. 
DIAMOND DRILL \·/ERE /IT WORK I'~~-,~.~-- r~YJ~1 O)N JUNE , THE COLUMBIA '-~>.,:;/<~ ~ ) ) ~' :·, J t_ 
IN THE WEST HIGHWAY SLIDE 'Y°/ ,- ·°"'~  REACHED ITS ' PEAK FOR THE 
AREA AND A CB I BARGE CLAMMED NAr~L SAFEfY CO U;JC IL YEf,R AT . 290,000 SEC ONO-FEET • 
. AT THE ISLAND DOWNSTREAM FROM THE DAM• PUMPING PLANT EXCAVATION ENDED THE NEXT 
BUILDINGS W~RE UNDER CONSTRUtTION AT T~ DAY AND WEST HIGHWAY LOWERING BEGAN. CBS 
FAR END OF THE COULEE . FOR THE SINKING GAVE A HALF-HOU R BROADCAST FROM VARIOUS 
OF AN EXPLORATION SHAFT BY THE US8~ POINTS ON THE DAM (JUNE 19) AND THE 
TOWARD THE LAST OF THE MONTH THE FIRST FIRST SPILLWAY CONCRETE FOR THE SUMMER IS 
CLOSURE GATE RETURNED FRO M STORA GE TO REC OROEO JUNE 24 FOR BEHIND BLOCK . 42 GATE• 
BE PLACED OVER A 965 -ELEV tfflON SLOT IN t::=) 
THE SP I LL WAY• l-'0i BOUT IO , 000 ATTENDED THE C 8 I FOURTH 
(_:::::) OF JULY PICNIC . H. K. BARROWS OF THE UNt-u HE C OU LE£ 0 AM Y Mdff C L U B OR G A N I ZED VER S l TY . 0 F C H I C AGO \,J AS AP PO I NT ED GOVERN -
FEe . l2. GATES WERE PLACED OVER TH£ SIX MENT IRRIGATION CONSULTANT ON THE PROJECT• 
LOW SPILLWAY BLOCKS BY FEB . 14 AND CON- THE HIG~EST THERMOMETER READING ON RECORD 
CRETE PLACING RESUMED FEB, 20 BEHIND THE HERE WAS 113 DEGREES,JULY 27. Bov AN0 1 GIRL 
GATES. UNDER f NSTALLATlON Willi£ tVERLE:.tiR1,1 SCOUT DRIVE BROUGHT IN $1363 
:~=~E;:0 ::3T3H; 1 ~~~~::T ~~~~~- (;:~l ~~:·::·-~·f ···· .. l:(~:/·:~;:·~::l ·(.·~i (~~~,:-;~· :~ ~~~~ ~E~o H~~F~~~ ~ ~~~NT PL~~~ 
-:". ~"~"' ' "' ~ 
7
11J~ . ;.· 1-/ANfJ Ill AH ,.,~Hi :::· IN MASON CITY WHICH, WHEN :· MACHING I..IM . , ., (JIV!f" ~ 'l.:J~) .: I NG CONCRETE DURING THE 
ADDED TO A SPARE ,DOUBLED THE _/: (i"'lll.l),Tlfi111:it ~- 1At<l!. 11'1tHt:CL1,11f . · LAST WEEK lN AUGUST. SEVEN 
([ tTw<li1i'1 To"e OFF/ 
CAPACITY OF THE STATION . CBI ::·fVl1 t.o;.1c, T,) .· ~ DAY-A~WEEK CONCRETlNG RE-
~~:~E~F ';~NCR~~~ M:~~l~:TH (: ~,:!/;,~'t. /(i}YJLf'~. ) ~~M!~~E A~:E:u~:v1:~cs:;:E ci; 
ON APRIL ~ LAST OF THE < ~ ,s ~z :A~~;~~: :~~~:~G~~p~O~Ks~~; 
12 PUMP I NG PUMP I NG PLANT . r:Jr· \~(~ff SEPT .20, SP I LL WAY TUB.ES 
DISCHAR GE TUNNELS DAYLIGHTED. ?{ {EL. 934) CONVEYED ALL WA-, 
RING - SEAL GATES WERE BEING TER'PASSING THE DAM TH£1-t£-
I NSTALLEO FOR THE I 036.;_ELEVA- BY '::ND I NG AN 8!-FOOT WA-
T ION OUTLE T TUBES (APRIL 19). TERFALL .. "A" OR HIGH-PRESS-
(XACTLY ONE WEEK LATER THE URE GROUT HOLE DRILLING BE: 
Sl>(°Mi-LLI ONTH YARD OF CON- ·0 GAN (SEPT. 27) ~ F, A . BANKS 
CRETE WENT ·t_~,~~RAND COULEE ~\~~/CO~~{~: RETURNED TO HIS OUT I ES HERE 
DAM , {CONT I NUEO ON P AGEi 5 ) 
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THOUSANDS ANO THOUSANDS OF MEN SUFFERED FROM ACCIDENTS 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE f3} 
AFTER A NEW BONNEVILLE ADMINISTRATOR HAO 
BEEN APPOINTED . 
(:;) 
(Co Ne RET I NG OF THE PUMP I NG PLA NT OEGI\ N 
OCT. 6 . Two DAYS LATER THE FIRST OF ·~HE 
"A" HOLES WAS DR I LLED TO COMPLETION . 
STATE- wiDE EARTHQUAKE TREMORS SHOOK THE 
OAMSITE OcT. 12 . THE WEEK ENDING OcT . 
14 WAS THE HIGHEST EMPLOYMENT OF THE YEAR 
FOR THE PROJECT WITH 5858 . THE SNOW LAKE 
TUNNEL HOLED THROUGH 0cT . 14. THE NINTH 
DISTR ICT CONFERENCE OF THE AMERICAN LEG I ON 
MET IN MASON CITY OcT . 21 . Oc T . 31 CON -
CLUDED A MONTH OF CONCRETE PLACING SUPREME 
IN THE CONSTRUCTION FIELD. 
(::;.; 
cr:EMENT SILO EMPLOYEES SET A RECORD 
UNLOADING 130 CEMENT CARS (30,843 BARRELS) 
IN ONE DAY , Nov . I . W~LLS OF FOG ENCLOSED 
THE DAM .. HIGH PRESSURE "A" GROUTING (UP 
TO f000 POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH) STARTED 
DEC . 9, LANDOWNERS IN . THE COLUMBIA BASIN 
APPROVED THE FORMATION OF AN EAST "ANO 
SOUTH IRRIGATION DI STRICT . DEC . ll , 9 
MILLIONTH YARD OF CONCRETE GOES INTO THE 
DAM . AGGREGATE PLANT HALTS FOR WINTER 
{DEC • 20) AND MASS CONCRETING PAUSES . 
WESTERN P I PE & STEEL COMPLETED WELDING 
OF PENST OCK LINER AT ELECTRIC CITY . 
~ u HIS BR OUGHT TO ~N ENO A YEAR WITH 10 
MILLION DOLLARS IN PAYROLL FOR THE ENTIRE 
PROJECT AND 9 3/4 MILLION MAN-HOURS LABOR . 
f 9 40 
~LTHOUGH THE TAPERING OFF OF CONCRETE 
PLACING AREAS REDUCED CONCRETE PRODUCTION 
NEARLY T WO - THIRDS OVER 1939, 1940 SHOT 
THE DAM SKYWARD AS MUCH hS IN 1939 TO 
REACH tTS TOPMOST ELEVATION EXCLUSIVE OF 
RAILING ANO ELEVATOR TOWER ELEVATIONS~ 
EAST ANO WEST ENOS ROSE NEARLY 120 FEET, 
WHILE THE SPILLWAY SHOT UP f3Q FEET TO 
FORM LEDGES OR SEATS FOR THE DRUM GATES. 
T~E PUMPING PLANT WING DAM, WITH FOUNDA-
TION BEDROCK NOT ALL COVERED AT THE START 
OF THE YEAR , ROSE TO TOP OFF DURING 1940 
ANO THE LEFT POWEr~ H
0
0USE STRUCTURE WAS 
COMPL£TED. DURING THE YEAR f ,395 , 600 YARDS 
OF CONC RETE WERE PLACED TO SRING A TOTAL 
PLACED FOR THE CBI CONTRACT TO 5 , 931 , 000 
Yl\lWS., JAN.!; i 94b 
'\:/')HEN THr YEAR BROKE ITS WAY INTO THE 
CALENDAR , EAST AND WEST CONCRETE WAS .FROM 
15 TO 20 FEET BELOW THE TRESTLE . SPILL-
WAY CONCRETE WAS 50 FEET BELO'w' IT. (THE 
TRESTLE, BY THE WAY, IS 130 FEET BELOW 
THE PARAPET OF THE DAM . ) ALL DOWNSTREAM 
ELBOWS FOR THE UPPER TIER OF OUTLET CON-
DUITS (tL . 1136 WERE IN PLACE. SEVENTY-
r IVE PER CENT OF FOUNDATION BEDROCK IN 
THE PUMPING PLANT WING DAM HAD BEEN COV-
ERED. S I X OF THE EAST SIDE PENSTOCKS HAD 
BEEN LINED WITH STEEL. THE RIVER RACED 
THROUGH 12 OUTLET TUBES AT THE LOWEST EL-
EVATION (934). Two BARGES UPSTREAM WERE 
PUMPlNG 40- 0EGREE WATER INTO COOLING PIPE 
EMBEDDED IN CONCRETE . THE FIRST HAMMER-
HEAD CRANE HAD JUST BEEN DISMANTLED . 
~ 0 N JANUARY THE Ft RST SI DEH I LL GANTRY 
WAS ERECTED FOR A WHIRLEY CRANE TO TOP 
OFF T~E DAM . EAST SIDE PENSTOCK LINER 
WAS ALL PLACED . IN FEBRUARY THE LAST SUB-
STRUCTURE CONCRETE FOR THE POWER HOUSE 
WAS PLACED. MASS CONCRETING RESUMED lN 
THE SPILLWAY {FEB . 20) ANO CBI STARTED 
PUMPCR~TlNG TO BACKFILL EAST SIDE PENSTOCKS. 
WESTERN PIPE STARTED PLACING WEST PENSTOCK 
LINER ANO PUMPING PLANT INLET TUBES . Two 
STATION- SERVICE TUBBINES ARRIVED . SECOND 
HAMMERHEAD CRANE WAS ON ITS WAY TO FRIANT 
OAM (CALIFORN IA), 
t;;) 
[f)uRING MAY THE 
RtSERVO I R JUMPED 
100 FEET AND FIRST 
WATER PASSED OV£..R 
(CONT I NU£0 PAGE (7) 
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THE SP ILLWAY MAY 26 . WESTERN PI P E & STEEL 
COMPANY COMPLETED ITS CONTRACT SIX MONTHS 
AHE t~ O OF SCHEDULE. THE FI RST 350-TON CRANE 
WAS INSTALL ED IN TH E . LEF.T POWE R HOUSE. ON 
JUME 5 THE COLUMBJ A REACHED IT S PEAK WITH 
54 TUBES O~EN AN D NI NE SLOTS CAR RYING THE 
FLOW. THE FALLS , 200 FEET HIGH, COULD BE 
HEARD !0 MILE S DOWNSTREAM~ CONCRET I NG RE-
SUMED IN SIX OF THE NINE SLOTS JUNt . 9 . THE 
SECOND 350~TO~ CRANE WAS INSTA~LED IN THE 
P OWER HOUSE . Two BLOCK - LONG HAMMER HEAD 
CRANES REMAIN ED ON THE TRESTLE , THE TEN 
MILLIONTH YA RD OF CONC RETE. WENT INT O T HE 
DAM . 
~ 
ON JULY T~E Ff RST EAST ENO BLOCKS TOPPED 
OFF. ST ATION-SERVICE GENE RATO RS . ARRIV ED 
AND FISH HOLD~NG . PONDS AT L EAVENWORTH 
HATCH ERY WE RE COMPLETED . JN AUGUS~ SP ILL-
WAY MASS CONCRETING . WAS 99 PER CENT DONE 
B A N PAGE 17 
SER GRAVEL PL ANT DISMANTLIN G BEGAN.THEN 
CONSTRUCTION OF A TOWER TO REOUCE RI VER 
WATER TEMPE RATUR ES FO R COOLING CONC RETE 
BEGAN. TWELVE 500 KV~A TRANSFORME RS FOR 
STflTION- SERV 'ICE UNIT S Ar:R IVEO . Two CEMENT 
S ILOS WE RE DISMANTLED . THE LAST OF KORE 
THAN 1700 MILES OF CCOLING PIPE WAS tN-
STALLED. MAIN TURBINE INSTALLATION BEGAN . · 
MESS HALL T RANSFERRED TO COFFEE SHOP. PRE -
LIMINARY WOR K STARiEO FO R ORUM GATE EREC -
T I OON . ~ -, ... -. -· ·- · - - -, ...... "' 
( '(OUi{(' ~1: P - ~~I ~ (!), .)11.U(. \ 
N NOVEMBER t 11 ·u HI St:- Frn i:""oR Pf ff ur J 
CONCRETE PLAC - "Yov sw11i> fL t!\C t·S <.,J 11'M fl'ii (I/\) 
· ,:;' .,. ' \~.,J Hl:\\1 '.)01.o ~H~ 1 ,-tl~1' ,<t1 1f~; 
I NG HAL TED F'OH \f,--J' !) ref"·~ ---- «-} :~ ---"l -,.~ 
THE WI NTER ON ~ ,\t\v;;.;.:~\ . . }.); i\ '1 . ~ J 
Nov. JO ' w I TH 1};..l~~· ik~;ffz~;1~~lY%.ttY) 
EAST:, 1\NO WEST .. J ..tJ:;J~. t.;;_1j ~'i--' ~~¢?~:,\ ·.·\tctf'~,5 
ENDS, SPILLWA~ ( \ A GOOD FOR EMAN KNOW~i ( 
A NO TH'E PUMP - ~~HJ..§_~',s . .. ~ABITS , ... ,JU 
ING PLANT ALL -
AND PUMPING PLANT 92 PER CENT. BACKF I LL - TOPPEO "OUT; ELEVATOR TOWER S ONE-THIRD COM-
ING OF THE FtRST TW I ST ADJUSTMENT SLOT BE- PLETED • TRAINING WA LLS AB OUT ONE-H ALF ANO 
GAN. LAST OF THE HAMMERHE ADS WAS REMOVED SI DEWALKS AND PARAPETS ABOUT TWO-THI RDS~ 
FROM T HE T RESTLE ANO THE E AST HALF OF THE INOE"C£M BER EXC .AVAT t ON OF TH E SLIDE AREA
1 
MI XING PLANTS STO PPED FOR DISMANTLING . 'THE NE AR WHERE EA RLY DAY SLI DES WER E MUCK ED 
POWER HOUSE ST RUCTURE WAS COM PLETED . F(R ST OUT, GOT UNDER W/\Y •. STE EL ERECT I ON WAS 
AUTOMOBILES ON THE EAST ENO OF THE DAM 99 PE R CENT COM PLETE F OR THREE OF TH t II 
WERE SHOT BY NEWSREEL CAME RAS • A MONTHLY IJ -MI LL I ON POlJ~JO DRUM GATES . TEMP ERATURES 
VISITORS ' RECORD WAS ESTABLISH ED AT 60 ,000 . DROPP ED TO THEIR LOWEST FOR ANY DEC EMBER 
D 
{:::::::) ON RECORD HE RE 
N SEPTEMBER A DAI LY VISITORS ' RECO RD - I 941-
WAS SET AT 8500. FI RST BIG TURBINE SEC-
TIONS /\RR ( VED . CONSTRUCTION STARTED ON [B y FEB . 28 THE Et,ST UNIT OF" TH E MIX-
THE 80x300- FOOT WAREHOUSE AT OD AI R. tN OcTO- ING PLANTS WAS COMPLETELY DfSMANTLEO AND 
,;(, ON ITS WAY iO CAL I FORNI A• MA RCH . 14, C 81 
(oilG<\~~ ~1'"--<Y~~''"-0 BEG.AN EXCAVATI ON ON THE 115 KI LOVOLT 
' j ~ 1A' ,o ~ ··) .$~~~-ti,,~ r, / S wnc H YA RD ABOVE TH E WE ST ABUTMENi. 
p~ _/;;;;,\ ~. ~'\ " r0,vi~~/ -- 4~ ~.~ NE A R BY THE USSR WAS WORK t NG 
(t1 • • ~,-. ~ -"~~' '" \ fl, -=7 
7'5 ~..,t-"'.~~~~:·z ~ ON THE 230 SWITCH YA RD. CON-
V/i' ·: s~l:.-~~</' / ,/'/ .: <,S'. '·AM 1 1 -"' \."'::-;~,<::::;,-../) .. ;_ -s:, C ~ ET E PL AC I NG HERE A ND FOR 
~ ·~: -[i-; ·' %';·\~ M~ (;- 1:', '!t l\E I< ~1~~4 ~ > 2000 FE ET OF CONTROL" TUNNEL 
,f?) ' ' ~~- '" , . ~ '/ ' - · v,_£'"'( ,,// '7 . f'~"..,~ ' il,-,n~ )j.T;() ,~ ... ~~~~ ·· '" , /\ Tl~- (~ t~~·-:_--;,,~ LEAD i NG TO THE YARDS, T OGETH-
~~~ .... j)~"; :-~~~; ._~: · .·.,;,,.: ~ . ·:,~~ ~ . ~A> \ ':>j \ ~ ER WITH E X CAV ATION, IS ESSEN -
Lt~{V 4;t~iZi~~: .:~ /.~~ V~ :~:~~;E c~:~~ ~T~~ ·~~~ sTA:~~~; 
~~ ~f;~;:~~~'.'~~:i;'t~::,., : ~,-:,:- /~T/ ~~~~~ ~~~E ;~:A~~:o w~:ERA~~~~ 
, ~ -. i"t:~1-Jr~ili Yf,:;lf!dl3t(§~ny i.; ·: (if ~ f/ \.\ J 
i} _; :l;E!~~!ttl '~~;: ,;:/':s:\;}, · 
.. _ . , ..... ; . . )~·-:{<i ;.\,~ .. \··~ ·='i\·-: , ,, i .· ,(,. ,• -1• . .Y~~\J_ A~ <.w~ct -./~}:.: .:{ 1~[1:}k/f?~~~'~fi) \·-~ ~'.i~~ .TJu~·:-j::.. 1• ~r~:r:~r,o~ ~ ,;,: ,.:·. _., :' ~t"-';·.f i : ~ :· ·, -.,. ···.:; :,,; 1 , : -~.i.L ·~'[.h !i · .. , .. t' t/ 
·~~ :~:\ - ·rt /v/J; t·.~· ..  ;( .. ~/ ., .i~E; :· · ~.~:t1:t l · · >. ·. c2, 1;, 
.• , ·· , _ '1·. ·"\·r. $ • • , ,:, , .• . , :.···<!;· ·-·~ .. },.,:, .i, .-, ·, . .. ~ %.~ ~· , .. •. r.·•~. '·J: ~j • · : · ,.-- ~ · i...~ t· . ~, , , A: ,\ ~ \> ;. • ~~ {IV ~- '~ •' .... ' - t '•f''.;<: •: -'7.7- •'lij.<,~"~i! -~ L~,: : • •• ,, • ..;,..---.....-:-~-,:)) • ~) 
.,;l\t£/ ·. ·.. lliit:f{??:~t ~~~- I ~-":~ ~ t~) - i~.~~~~~? 
t N C, IN((.r,, 11i(. l;.:.... '·, ~· •',< t:(Ji:J·::.,~ _,:4' '-"'~ .. ,·.~~k,.·~;.:~. ' 
,-~ ) 
PLETED FO R THE AG GREGATE PLANT 
WHICH HAO HANDL ED APPROXIMATELY 
25 MILLION YARDS (46 MILLION 
TONS) OF Sl'~ND ANO GRAVEL . ABOUT 
HALF OF T HIS HAS GON E INTO . THE 
DAM . 
(:::::::) 
CG RI T 'BL AST I NG I NS I DE THE DRUM 
GATES BEGAN . APRIL 3 . FLAME CLEAN+ 
(CONT.I NUED ON PAGE I 9) 
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F O RE MAN ? FOR THOUSANDS HERE Is I ND1CATED BY RECORDS 
' WELL, WE'RE REPEATING SEVERAL OF HIS OF MASON CITY H0SP1TAL~ FIGURES ARE FOR 
BRIEFER coMMENTS,ENO.UGH to RECAPTURE THE PERIOD SINCE MARCH, 1938: 
THE FLAVOR.) HOSPITAL COT-PATIENT DAYS 41,051 
128; 152 
225, I 05 
15,240 
33,367. 
••• THE PARTY WENT HIGH-HAT ALL OF A SUDDEN TREATMENTS,OUT-PATIENT CLINIC 
A~O BEFORE IT'S OVER I REELIZE I SHOULDA MEALS,EMPLOYEES AND PATIENTS 
SPENT ANOTHER YE AR IN THE .SIXTH GRACE. 
.,.(T WUZ A RIGHT SPIFFY ROOM. IT 
SO CLASSY THAT FOR THE FIRST TIME 
wuz 
FELT 
SELF CONSHUS ABOUT SLEEPIN' IN MY UNDER-
WARE • 
••• WHtLE MAMMA ATTENDED THE CHURCH OOINS 
IN SPOKANE, I SPENi AN ENJOYABLE EVENIN' 
ON 8 STREET. I SURE LlKE TO THINK OF US 
AS AN AVERAGE AMERICAN FAMLY. 
••• HE WUZ WRONG ABOUT HIS HEAD BEIN TUFF-
ER'N A HARO HAT~ THE LEGION HAS CHARGE 
OF THE FUNERAL• 
••• THE ' TAXI DANCER SEZ SHE LOVED ME LIKE A 
FATHER.WHICH HAINT THE IDEE I HAD AT ALL. 
I I '1 If~ 1t 11111 
(CONTiNUEO FROM PAG ~ ($ 
ING OF THE OUTSIDE OF THE GATES BEGAN ON 
A~RIL 7 ANO w~s FOLLOWED THE SA~E DAY bf 
FIRST-COAT PAlNTING. THE FlRST OF THE 
NtNE ORUM GATES WHICH . HAVE BEEN LOWERED 
·t NT O PO S I T I O N ( MAY a3 ) , MO y E O O O \ii N WARD 
INTO ITS RECESS ON 20 26-FOOT HYDRAULIC 
JACKS MAY 7~ THE BULK OF PAINTING, WHtCH 
HAS STARTED ON ALL GATES, IS COMPLETED 
FOR ALL IN LOWERED POSI T ION. THESE . ARE 
READY FOR USE IN CA~E THE COLUMBIA ~IVER 
Rt SES SUFFICIENTLY TO PASS OVER THE SPILL-
WAY. ALTHOUCH ALL THE GATES A~E 99 PER 
CENT ERECTED, RIVETED AND WELDED, PASSAGE 
OF THE RIVER OVE~ THE TOP OF -.THE DAM THIS 
YEAR IS UNLIKELY, ON THE BASIS OF UPRIVER 
INDICATIONS WHERE THE DRAINAGE . AREA IS 
UNUSUALLY BEREFT OF SNOW• THE RtVER, AF-
TER HAVING REACHED A MA~IMOM INFLOW OR 
ONLY 181,000 SECOND-FEET_, HAS STARTED TO 
TAPER OFF AT THIS WRITING. TH I S MAY OR 
MAY NOT MEAN SOMETHING, OESPlTE tNOICATl-
-~NS OF A SUBNORMAL RUN-OFF THIS YEAR. 
~ 
\J\/HEN THE R i vER ooE s s-r ART sues to I NG, AF-
TER THE KNOWN PEAK lS REACHED, CONSTRUC-
TiON OF THE BRIDGE ACROSS THE SPILLWA1 
~lLL START. ON COM~LETION OF THE BRfDGE, 
PRESENT PLANS SHOW THAT "POURING" OF THE 
TRAINING WALLS AND DISMANTLING OF THE 
CONSTRUCTION TRESTLE WILL GO HANO IN HAND. 
. (.;:) 
(Remember how long it took us to learn 
that you don't "pour" mass cone rete at 
Grand Coulee dam. You "place" it. The 
X-RAYS . 
LABORATORY SPECIMENS 
••• HE HAO A LOTTA EXPEERtENCE AND THE SUP-
ER STARTED NOTICIN' HIM SO I TIDE A CAN 
ON H l M • · 
••• WELL,THE GUY THAT RENTED ME THE TUXEDO 
DtDNT SAY NOTHIN' ABOUT WEARIN' A BOW TIE. 
• •• I FIGGER ITS THE ANNUAL SHOW OF THE 
POLAR BARE CLUB SO I OOVE IN ANO SHOWED 
tEM SOME REEL AQUATtcs,auT WHEN I GIT THE 
ICE OUTTA MY EARS THE PREACHER ASTS WlLL I 
PLE~SE RESUME MY CLOTHt .N' AND QUIT DtSTURB• 
IN THEIR BAPTIZ1N'1 
concrete is too dry to "pour".) 
f-0. T THE ENO OF~ 20 5 OF ntE COLUMBIAN, 
C8tts· JOB HAS B~OUG HT P~ACEMENT OF 
5,943,360 YARDS OF CONC.RET£. THIS ANO 
I TS ATTENDANT OPERATIONS HAVE RESULTED .IN 
.ACCtD~NT RECORDS OF 66 155 TIME LOSS FRE-
QUENCY ANO A SEVERliY ~AtE OF 10.52. THE 
RATES CCMPARE FAVO~~BLY .WttH THOSE ON OTH-
~R HEAVY CONSTRUCTION JO&S, 
i 
**** * ** 
§ o stands Grand Coulee dam today with 
its present 10,468,000 yards telling a 
story and living a story no one else can 
tell, no other structure can live. It. has 
given life, it has sustained life -- it 
will influence life for centuries to come. 
And yet, like all great monuments to hu-
mnnity,it also has taken life. That fact, 
in itself, is not the sad commentary; for 
were it necessary to take life we might 
seek to justify it for having contributed 
to the weifare of thousands. But it can-
not be justified because most of the ag-
ony in loss of life and in injury might, 
oh, so easily have been averted through 
use of just a little care usually by th~ 
victim himself. That solution for trag-
edy, which can never be written off des-
pite accident rates however good,will re-
main the solution until eternity. 
-- RAY TRIB BL E 
MWAK FIGURES: CONCRETE, ' 4, 525 ,20~ ' YAROs; 
E ARTH E XCAV ATION, l 5,054,209; ROCK, I ,386 , 593. 
(MASON CtTY THEATRE 
ST A R R E O E OD I E C A NT OR 
THU R5.- F RJ SAT \ WITH CONRAD VEIDT,MARJORIE MAlN 
C 1-ry -J' \ l ( 1\-r '\ r· a \ - j r• J ~' --
-
